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College hockey jersey database

Ed. Note: This is a follow-up to a special series here at HbD with a guest contributed by: Mark Majewski, a professional designer with Boston College. He knows college hockey and design, so he puts all the hockey uniforms in college in a series of fasts, from #60 to #1. We are very excited to be on the page and hope
that you like our dive into hockey aesthetics in college! Mark's brief introduction and full description of how he analyzed each school's uniform is in part one of this series. Enjoy! The things I'm most looking for in my analysis are: • Does it look like a college hockey uniform? Either immediately relieves the collegiate feeling
or there's something else about aesthetics that makes you say the man who sweetly looks to get up. • Is the unit identifiable? Who am I watching?  Is that what the brand immediately makes you feel? • Finally, just generally look and feel: How do this colored combined mesh with this kit or the shoulder patch is too set up
to the number on the sleeve... It's just such an optional little thing. Please note that the rules of hockey uniforms do not apply as they do in the NHL. Some schools get new uniforms every year. Some haven't changed since the 1970s. Some have more combinations and offers (Michigan State with six!) than some, which
only have a traditional home set and road set. For starters, we're going to focus on division I's men's offer. So sit down and enjoy and let the debate begin when we analyze all 60 hockey uniforms! (Note: Because some programmes have more uniform options than others, the rankings are based on a collective
assessment and not just one individual unit. For example, just because Northeastern may have an incredible third jersey – which it has – the overall ranking is based on all three of its single choices.) • More: College Hockey Uniform Rankings: #60-51 • More: College Hockey Uniform Rankings: #50-41 • More: College
Hockey Uniform Rankings: #40-31 • More: College Hockey Rankings #30-41 21 • More: College Hockey Uniform Rankings: #20-11 • More: College Hockey Uniform Rankings: #10-6 • More: College Uniform Hockey Rankings: #5-1 #5. Minnesota Duluth (Click image to enlarge) You have to feel bad for the Bulldogs as
Minnesota Duluth dropped one of the memorable national championship games to Denver last season, 3-2... But don't feel too bad! The Bulldogs start with five of the best uniforms in college hockey. Some may be surprised by this selection, but let me explain why I think Duluth is in the top five. Before I get to these
reasons, let's start with some basic certificates. They don't have anything top to bottom to hit your socks off. Quite a basic pipe, at least on homemade white and away maroons. That's fine, because there's a lot of little things on these uniforms that stand out from the noise. First of all: as a team, when they're on the ice
together, as shown in the lower middle part, these uniforms are amazing. It's a big sticky place for me, and it's going to bring you a ton of points in my book every time. I think by now you know that I'm always a little fed up to blow up a big logo and hit it in front, but this Bulldog? There's no more logo for college hockey
than that guy. This is the perfect logo for the front of the college hockey jersey. Of course, the rookie may not know it's Duluth, but I think they care. The doghead rules. Now to the little things. Let's go on three different shoulders, first to the native white supremacists. Hockey grid with UMD in this!? Is it a hockey network?
I searched the Internet a lot, and I couldn't find anything concrete. Maybe it's also an outline of amsoil arena as well – hopefully someone can fill me in! But I like it because it's extremely specific to Duluth. There's a standard UMD on the shoulder, and that's fine. Nothing good, but a good place to put it up. The last time
we got the throws minnesota duluth singd last season. As I searched for what this patch meant, I learned that Duluth has an incredibly rich history of beautiful jerseys since his day. We could have reheaked everything, and they'd look great. Apparently, they didn't wear them until 1.-2.02.2016, but they should have
returned to them immediately. I'm thinking of the Bulldogs' diagonal jersey with a beautiful two-piece look on her sleeve with a white number, shinged in maroon above for a gorgeous look. The thin maroon and gold line at the bottom works perfectly for the accent to swatch and on top of it all off, there is a skating bulldog
patch on each shoulder that tops off this instant classic. The collar's pretty cold, too. #4. Connecticut (Click picture to increase) I'll get killed for it. I know that. I'm nervous about it. I did these scales a little while ago, and even though I feel like I've set UConn a little too high, I'm sticking to the guns. I've seen these uniforms
in person many times, and every time I see them, I always say to myself, Damn. UConn has done a pretty nice job with these. When I've been shinginged them against everyone else? They've done pretty well, I'd say! Okay, there's nothing absurdly throbbing about it, and some even think they're a little boring. I'm sorry,
but that's great with huskies uniforms. We could all go in with that not-so-good looking new dog head in front and I wouldn't go for it. Instead? UConn has gone with this classic, UCONN word mark, which seen so many times in the NCAA Final Four and nothing more. Such a small, short word mark should breathe on its
own at the front and speak for itself. Connecticut wasn't ingly ed by hitting numbers or a bunch of shit in front. They were loyal to their name and let him say it. Reputation. ... and looks good!! A fantastic branded color scheme as well as a UConn hockey uniform could be. Husky's head signs are the perfect patch on his
shoulder and, you're guessing, they're right there. I like how Nike swoosh accents this even more, showing off UConn's Nike brand. I don't usually care about the shoulder yoke, but on the white, this solid blue color above works well. It's a great contrast and it goes amazing with blue pants. Do we see any lines on these
pants? Noooope. I don't need them. The red-and-white trim on the blues and flipped red and blue trim on white is a complete Subtle enough not to go overboard, but strong enough to hammer home that color scheme and UConn brand. I also like the legibility of the font number and last name on the back of the uniform,
and I even more accentue that it is a UConn brand. Is number four a little high for UConn? After writing this grade, I'm sure they're in the top five. #3. Penn State (Click image to enlarge) When you think of Big Ten hockey, the traditional powers that come to mind: Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin etc. Is it Penn State?
Well, when your program is only six years old (at Section I level), it's hard to think of a past that's been in a rich history. Dress with a beautiful facility in Hockey Valley, Pegula Ice Arena, The Nittany Lions have the same wonderful set of uniforms to go with it. Penn State's white hockey uniform is one of the most beautiful
things I've ever seen. - Shoulders? Nope. Crazy lines or unnecessary markings? No. Just a clean, white jersey with that iconic Nittany Lion logo in navy blue with one, thick-blue line that fits the sleeve, jersey and socks, crisp numbers scheme and an absolutely wonderfully inverted last name bumper plate on the back of
just seals the deal that Penn State belongs to the top 3 college hockey pantheon uniforms. Navy blue version is 100% flip white uniform, but PSU stuck with blue pants (... smart move) for this very strong, blue look. For me, it's the back of the jersey that sells it more than anything else. Yes, UMass is doing it, but Penn
State has done that as a brand, installing this look on all three sets. It's great, and it might look best on a replacement grey uniform. Of the three, I prefer grey alternatos, although I think they're still great. I think if the dog got rid of this round where it said Penn State Nittany Lions and just stuck with the logo the other two
turtleneules have, and used A beautiful horizontal line along with it, I would be here and say they would be my favorite. I think it's cool to have a uniform that can say Penn State Nittany Lions, fits a tone of characters in a clean, legible format that looks good. I don't see any lines on Penn State pants, too. Are you starting
to see the trend here? I think the lines on the hokey pants can drag too much away from the pipe on the sweater. There should be emphasis and the plain, blue pants of Penn State allows you to focus on the wonderful simplicity that they have built here. Finally, helmets. It's all in the details. Like Penn State's famous
football helmets, the hockey program seamlessly drew a thin, blue line on an ordinary white helmet. The white number inside the line at the front is excellent as well as the larger, blue number on the back. Penn State, the second-new member in the Division I hockey division, has the third uniform that is most seen in the
game. Bravo. #2. Maine (Click picture to increase) We won't spend much time on it here, folks. Because a lot of what I've described as not liking the hockey uniforms in college, and not the size of the third jersey, is too much in that look. But I don't care. Maine is probably the most iconic hockey uniform of all time and I
would be No 1 if it wasn't for an oyster with a look I can't get out of my head. Shoulder yoke? In white? yes, it's not great. But you know what? It's Maine. They've got it, and they can do whatever they want? For? Because the Maine script. This wonderfully crafted, classic and daring Maine script, with the best double
stroke you'll find on the front of the jersey, is the epitome of what college hockey is all about. Baby blue with navy blue. Best color combination in college hockey, if not sport! Is Maine's primary athletic logo pretty bad? She says that nicely, and I wish there wasn't anywhere on this beauty, but I'm not going to let it
undermine the most iconic look in the game. The way the number and surname on the back of the jersey mimics the front is what fans of sports uniforms dream of. You know what? Let's pretend Maine wasn't even carrying a blue baby. I'm going to give you this for free, Maine, because you were always the best hockey
uniform in college until... #1. Michigan Tech (Click pictures to increase) ... Until you came. It stops. Look at them. Look at all the details. Contrasts. Colors. Cleanliness. Uniqueness. You want me to move on? Ok... Consistency. Sophistication. It's all there. Michigan Tech easily escapes with the best hockey uniform in the
U.S. A. Have you ever been to Houghton? Did you even hear about Houghton? Well, it's just a short 9-hour coma from Detroit, to the upper peninsula. Anyone with the luxury of being in a WCHA college hockey match at MacInnes Student Ice Arena will witness one college hockey uniform that looks better than any other
59 squadrons, especially when they are all together as one. Let's get this out of the way. It's hard to say, but I'm not crazy about white-and-black uniforms. Shoulders stink. The circle stinks. What doesn't smell is a star on the Upper Peninsula that shows you exactly where Houghton is located (yes, the people do live up
there... for some reason). The MTU also shows the school coat of arms on the opposite shoulder, which is also cool. Okay, now that it's away from the road- let's go to the best. I mean, I feel like I can stop writing. All you have to do is look at them! But let's start with the white supremacists, excuse me... Creams. That's
really the first aspect that got me used to it. Michigan Tech opted for an egg white, creamy instead of a white sweater, giving it that nostalgic look, before coming up with everything else. Let's decomposition all aspects... the most important and beautiful aspect? Script huskies. Better than perfect. It's legible, it's unique, it's



bold, it's college hockey. The jersey number under the script? An even better accent and love that it's all in black. No trim. No punches. Only the script tag and the number. She's perfect. - Shoulders? No. Why would you move away from the front by putting anything on top? A simple, black number on your sleeve is all
that needs to be added here, and that's exactly what you get. Colors. Ooooooh, my colors. If you'd told me that white, creamy and light gold would go together without actually seeing it, I'd tell you you're crazy. However, with black accents, this color combination is pointless and as aesthetically pleasing as you might ask.
The hand and bottom of the jersey is classic and bold enough to drive home this color palette to make a statement without taking away the charm of the front. The neck might be my favorite part. The black color along with a black hockey lace tie and a bright gold plate underneath is the final combination. Pants? Black.
Just black. This uniform doesn't talk about pants, and the blackness of your pants draws more eye to the top. That's the perfect compliment to the sweater. Backs are beauty, too. A simple, black number with no swing and a black board with a cream letter. Voila. The gold uniform is pretty much the same switch from off-
white creams, and represents its choice. I don't know if I go into any minor details because they're the same as white people, but most of all, the letter and the lining stand out. the color of the cream on these bright gold is both unique and vibrant. The back of the uniform, with a black tablet, a white letter, a white number
and a black gesture, is on the next level. I understand this is a remake of what Michigan Tech had, but that's oaky. It's as collegiated as it gets, and no detail is spared. I could talk about these forever, but the last thing I'm going to say and make sure I turn on for you is to see what these uniforms look like a pack of(...
huskies – see what I did there?) That's the whole point of the uniform. Looking like a team. My favorite uniform of all time in the history of sports? I'll be honest, sometimes it goes back and forth, but the Swedish Olympic hockey uniform (yellow, ghost) I think they're the best all the time. The three crowns in front are so
bad, I don't even know where to start. That's what the focus is, and nothing else drains from it, and by being united, they look very united. That's why I think they're Number 1. As a whole, Michigan Tech's off-white cream and gold uniform combo(s), combined, are the best of college hockey. No @me. • More: College
Hockey Uniform Rankings: #60-51 • More: College Hockey Uniform Rankings: #50-41 • More: College Hockey Uniform Rankings: #40-31 • More: College Hockey Uniform Rankings #30-21 • More: College Hockey Uniform Rankings: #20-11 • More: College Hockey Uniform Rankings: #10-6 • More: College Uniform
Hockey Rankings: #5-1 Agree? Agree? In the comments, let us know or join the conversation on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram! And if you're interested, we're on Pinterest now. also on Pinterest.
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